The photodissociation dynamics of tetrachloroethylene.
We present a direct current slice imaging study of tetrachloroethylene (C(2)Cl(4)) photodissociation, probing the resulting ground state Cl ((2)P(3/2)) and spin-orbit excited state Cl* ((2)P(1/2)) products. We report photofragment images, total translational energy distributions and the product branching ratio of Cl*/Cl following dissociation at 235 and 202 nm, obtained using a two-color reduced-Doppler dissociation/probe. Near 235 nm, the Cl translational energy distribution shows a peak at the limit of the available energy, indicating a direct dissociation through a σ*(C-Cl) ← π (C=C) transition, which is superimposed on a broader underlying distribution. The ground state Cl image and associated translational energy distribution at 202 nm is broad and peaked at lower energy, suggesting either internal conversion to the ground state or a lower excited state prior to dissociation. The Cl* images are similarly broad at both wavelengths. The branching ratio is presented as a function of recoil energy, but after integration shows a near-statistical average of Cl:Cl* as 70:30 at both wavelengths. All the images are largely isotropic, with anisotropy parameters (β) of 0.05 ± 0.03.